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HSLT Series Science Lab Table
Book Compartment Assembly Instructions
Removing Standard Apron Panel





Place the tabletop with apron side up on a clean surface.
Note: Surface should be clear of any objects or dirt to avoid any damage to tabletop.
Using a Philips screwdriver, begin by removing one front apron panel from tabletop in the following
manner:
Remove the screws that secure the apron panel to the tabletop (see figure A)
Remove the screws that secure the front apron panel to the brackets.
Remove the screws from the two apron panel reinforcement bars and remove the reinforcement bars.
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Installing Book Compartment Apron Panel



Remove apron panel marked BC from tabletop carton and install onto tabletop in the following manner:
Insert the grooves on the apron panel into the two steel corner braces where the original apron was
located and secure with six screws.
Further secure apron by inserting the screws from the front panel into the tabletop.

Installing Book Compartments
Place book compartments upside down on the tabletop and insert the bottom firmly into the grooves on
the apron panel (see figure D)
Using a Philips screwdriver, fasten twelve screws (for each compartment) into the holes of the book
compartment reinforcement bars. (see figure E)
Fig. D
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CAUTION: Double check all screws to be tightened securely before use. Check all screws periodically.
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HSLT Series Science Lab
Table Leg Assembly
Instructions

Step 1: Place the tabletop upside-down on the floor with apron side up.
Note: Floor should be clear of any objects or dirt in order not to damage the tabletop.
Step 2: Remove plastic covers on bolts and place each leg in position with leg bolts going
through the corner braces.
Step 3: Place a washer, lock washer and nut onto each bolt and tighten well using the
provided wrench.
Step 4: Slide a leg boot onto each leg assuring that the wider side is facing the bottom of the
leg.
Step 5: Screw a glide into the bottom of each leg.
Step 6: Turn the table over with the tabletop facing up. Place the table in desired location.
Adjust the glides to assure that table is stable.
Step 7: Slide down protecting boots to cover the adjusting glides.
Note: Extra apron marked BC is for use with book compartments only.

Dear Customer,
Thank you for your purchase. Although extreme care goes into manufacturing & packaging of this product, mistakes are possible. If you
encounter any missing parts or difficulty in assembly. etc. Please call our customer service TOLL FREE at 1-800-261-4112 for courteous &
immediate resolution to your problem.
CAUTION: Double check all screws to be tightened securely before use. Check all screws periodically.

